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Abstract - The tracking of closely maneuver-

ing targets represents a challenge for both the

contact-to-track association and the positional es-

timation algorithms. Previous simulations have

shown that the coupling of an association scheme

using the Joncker-Volgenant-Castanon (JVC) opti-

mization with an Interacting Multiple Model (IMM)

positional estimator gives superior tracking perfor-

mance than other tested combinations such as the

JVC-Adaptive Kalman Filter (JVC-AKF), the Near-

est Neighbour(NN)-AKF (NN-AKF) or the NN-

IMM. However, the eÆciency of the JVC optimiza-

tion scheme will depend on how the assignment ma-

trix is built. This highlights the role played by both

the construction of the bu�ers of contacts and the

selection of the tracks likely to be updated with the

incoming contacts. After a brief recall of the IMM-

JVC formalism, this paper presents an analysis of

the JVC output and identi�es additional function-

alities which should be activated to improve its per-

formance. Simulation results are obtained on a sce-

nario which involves two closely maneuvering air-

craft. Sensor reports are contaminated with simu-

lated random clutter.
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1 Introduction

The Interacting Multiple Model state estimators
(IMM), [1]-[5], provides a better tracking accuracy for
maneuvering targets than that obtained from other
single-scan positional estimators such as the Kalman
�lter - even with a recursion on the process noise to
make it more capable of following a maneuver - or more
sophisticated estimators making use of rule-based ma-
neuver detectors [6].
When dealing with closely maneuvering targets, a crit-

ical role is played by the chosen contact-to-track associ-
ator. Without a good associator, state estimation is at
risk. In a previous paper,[7], the performances of two
association algorithms were compared, namely the sim-
ple Nearest Neighbour (NN) procedure and the Jonker-
Volgenant-Castanon (JVC) optimization,[8]. Simula-
tions have shown the superiority of a positional estima-
tor using the JVC optimization for association and an
IMM tracker using two motion models (constant veloc-
ity CV and a constant acceleration CA) for the estima-
tion. The IMM-JVC algorithm would probably take a
very favorable place among the other approaches such
as the IMM-JPDA,[9], or the multi-hypothesis track-
ing (MHT), [10]. A study aiming at benchmarking the
proposed IMM-JVC, the IMMJPDA and an MHT al-
gorithm is currently on-going.
The JVC algorithm optimizes the contact-to-track as-
sociation by minimizing the cost associated to the as-
signment matrix. When building this matrix, two pro-
cesses should be closely monitored since they may alter
the performance of the JVC optimization.
The �rst of these two processes is the bu�erization
scheme chosen to present the sensor reports to the
association module of the Multi Sensor Data Fusion
(MSDF) test bed. Most of the time, the characteris-
tics of these bu�ers (time duration, scanned volume)
are intimately related to build-in rules characterizing
each sensor. Those rules are based on factors such as
scan duration, scanned angular range, estimated tar-
get density... Bu�ers of sensor reports built according
those rules are very often used without modi�cation
in the contact-to-track association module. There is
a requirement for a more sophisticated bu�erization
scheme to keep the JVC optimization eÆcient speci�-
cally in a dense target environment.
The second of these two processes is the selection from
the MSDF track database of some of the tracks that
are likely to be updated with a sub-set of the incoming
contacts. For MSDF systems having real-time con-



straints, speci�c track selection strategies may be re-
quired to reduce the processing time.
After a brief description of the mathematical formalism
associated to the introduction of the JVC optimization
scheme within the IMM positional estimator, this pa-
per will concentrate on the evaluation of the role played
by the �rst of the two processes, namely the sensor re-
port bu�erization.
Experimental results are presented for a scenario of
two closely maneuvering aircraft. Sensor reports have
been contaminated by randomly simulated clutter.

2 The IMM-JVC Algorithm

The discrete time model used to represent the target
dynamic in each mode of the IMM �lter is written as:

xk+1 = Fkxk +Gkwk (1)

zk = HT
k xk + vk (2)

in which fwkg, fvkg, are independent, zero mean,
gaussian white processes with E[vkv

T
l ] = RkÆkl,

E[wkw
T
l ] = QkÆkl, and the initial state x0 is a gaus-

sian random variable with mean �x0 and covariance P0,
independent of fvkg and fwkg.
The IMM algorithm used in this study mixes the po-
sition estimates provided by both a constant velocity
and a constant acceleration motion models.
To integrate the JVC optimization scheme within
the IMM, it must be integrated in between the state
prediction and the actual state update. The detail of
the algorithms are given in the next sections.

2.1 The JVC Module

Extensive tests were performed on the JVC algo-
rithm at Lockheed Martin Advanced Technology
Laboratories (ATL) for contact-to-track association
in the Rotorcraft Pilot's Associate (RPA) program,
[11]. JVC proved to provide an excellent compromise
between track accuracy and execution time when
compared to a Nearest Neighbour (NN) associa-
tion (fast but lacking of a global optimization of
the contact-to-track association problem) or to the
Multi-Hypothesis Tracking (MHT) algorithms (much
computer intensive).
The contact-to-track assignment matrix is usually
rectangular. In our implementation, each matrix
element represents a probability of "non-association"
between an incoming contact and an existing track.
The probability of "non-association" is calculated as
(1� PG(M)) where PG(M) represents the probability
that a valid observation falls within an M-dimensional

gate of size G, [12]. The concept of non-association
is used here to build an assignment matrix readily
useable by the JVC algorithm since it is coherent with
the de�nition of a cost matrix. The higher the cost,
the lower the probability of association.
As described in [13], the JVC algorithm comprises
two sequential steps, the �rst one being similar to an
auction algorithm, [14], the second being a modi�ed
version for sparse matrices of the Munkres algorithm,
[15].
When the number of contacts in the bu�er is larger
than the number of tracks to be updated with, the
contacts left unassigned will contribute to the creation
of a new track with a status left as NO-STATUS.
If, at a later time, a second contact is assigned to a
NO-STATUS track, then the track is promoted as
INITIATED. If a third contact is later assigned to an
INITIATED track, the track is promoted as TENTA-
TIVE. It is only at the fourth assigned contact, that
the status of the track is declared as FIRM.

2.2 The IMM Module

In the multiple model approach, see [2], it is assumed
that at any �xed instant of time k the motion of the
system can be adequately described by one of a �nite
number of given models (�lter modes) fMjgj = 1r.
For simplicity, we assume that for each j � r, Mj

has a linear representation (??)-(??) with distinct
noise characteristics Rk, Qk and state space matrices
Fk; Gk; Hk. The interacting multiple model approach
then allows for dynamic model switching in which the
mode jump process is a Markovian chain with known

probabilities pij
def
= PfMk = Mj jMk�1 = Mig of

transition from mode Mi to mode Mj at any time k
(the event that mode j is in e�ect at time k is denoted
by Mk = Mj). While a rigorous development of an
algorithm allowing for model switching would require
considering an exponentially increasing number of
switching histories, the practical IMM approach com-
putes the state estimate at time k as a mixture of the
outputs from all r modes, with each mode using a dif-
ferent combination of the previous model-conditioned
estimates - a mixed initial condition. One cycle of
such a practical IMM algorithm (for a single, a pri-
ori identi�ed track) then consists of the following steps:

Step 1. Calculation of the mixing probabilities

The probability that mode Mi was in e�ect at
time k � 1 given that Mj is in e�ect at time k



conditioned on Zk�1 is calculated as

�
ijj
k�1jk�1

def
= PfMk�1 =MijMk =Mj ; Zk�1g

=
1

cj
PfMk =Mj jMk�1 =Mi; Zk�1g

_PfMk�1 =MijZk�1g =
1

cj
pij�

i
k�1; (3)

for i; j = 1; :::; r, with the values of

�ik�1
def
= PfMk�1 =MijZk�1g and

cj =

rX

i=1

pij�
i
k�1 (4)

derived as outputs from the previous cycle of the
algorithm (see Step 4.).

Step 2. Mixing of the initial condition

Starting with previous state estimates x̂i
k�1jk�1

obtained as outputs from the r di�erent Kalman
�lters (acting as the r di�erent modes), and corre-
sponding covariance matrices P i

k�1jk�1, a mixed initial
condition for the �lter Mj at time k is calculated as

x̂
0j

k�1jk�1 =

rX

i=1

x̂ik�1jk�1�
ijj
k�1jk�1; j = 1; :::; r (5)

and the corresponding covariance as

P
0j

k�1jk�1 =
Pr

i=1 �
ijj
k�1jk�1fP

i
k�1jk�1 (6)

+[x̂i
k�1jk�1 � x̂

0j

k�1jk�1]

[x̂ik�1jk�1 � x̂
0j

k�1jk�1]
T g; j = 1; :::; r (7)

Step 3. Mode-matched �ltering

The mixed initial conditions obtained in Step 2
as well as the new measurement zk are now used as
inputs to each �lter Mj at time k producing new

modal estimates x̂j
kjk and P

j

kjk. Computation of the

likelihood functions for the r �lters follows next

�j
k = p[zkjMk =Mj ; x̂

0j

k�1jk�1; P
0j � k � 1jk � 1]; (8)

j = 1; :::; r, where it is known that the above p.d.f. is
gaussian.

Step 4. Mode probability update

The new mode probabilities are calculated as

follows

�
j
k

def
= PfMk =Mj jZkg

=
1

c
�j
k

rX

i=1

PfMk =Mj jMk�1 =Mi; Zk�1g

PfMk�1 =MijZk�1g =
1

c
�j
k

rX

i=1

pij�
i
k�1;

c =
rX

i=1

�i
kcj ; j = 1; :::; r (9)

Step 5. Estimate and covariance combination

The next point along an established track is generated
from

x̂kjk =

rX

i=1

x̂
j

kjk�
j
k (10)

Pkjk =
rX

i=1

�jkfP
j

kjk

+[x̂j
kjk � x̂kjk ][x̂

j

kjk � x̂kjk ]
T g (11)

2.3 Integration of the IMM and JVC

As explained above, Step 3 of the IMM algorithm em-
ploys the next measurement zk which at this instant
needs to be matched with the appropriate track. To
avoid matching measurements with all the individual
modal estimates

x̂
0j

kjk�1 = Fkx̂
0j

k�1jk�1; j = 1; :::; r (12)

P
0j

kjk�1 = FkP
0j

k�1jk�1F
T
k +GkQkG

T
k (13)

a suitable mixing of the latter is required. This is done

by introducing the conditional probabilities �j
kjk�1

def
=

PfMk =Mj jZk�1g which are naturally calculated as

�
j

kjk�1 =

rX

i=1

PfMk =Mj jMk�1 =Mi; Zk�1g

PfMk�1 =MijZk�1g =
rX

i=1

pij�
j
k�1 (14)

The individual modal estimates are now mixed as fol-
lows to produce the "aggregated" state and covariance
estimates which identify the tracks for the purpose of
measurement to track association.

x̂0kjk�1 =

rX

i=1

x̂
0j

kjk�1�
j

kjk�1 (15)

P 0

kjk�1 =
rX

i=1

�j
kjk�1fP

0j

kjk�1 (16)

+[x̂0j
kjk�1 � x̂0kjk�1][x̂

0j

kjk�1 � x̂0kjk�1]
T g



The latter are readily used as inputs to the JVC mod-
ule to produce the innovations �k = zk � HT

k x̂
0

kjk�1,
and the corresponding probabilistic distances, �nally
yielding the desired measurement to track associations.
The execution of Step 3 of the IMM module is thus en-
abled, and the two modules: JVC and IMM, are then
integrated into one algorithm.

2.4 Simulation Experiments

The following experimental results were obtained on
the agent-based Multi Sensor Data Fusion Testbed
developed at Lockheed Martin Canada (Montreal)
using a scenario simulator developed by the Canadian
Defense Research Establishment at Valcartier (Que-
bec).

3.1 Scenario 1 - Aircraft closely maneu-

vering without clutter.

This scenario shows two aircraft ying along straight
lines at 100 m/s along a 45o converging path scanned
by a radar at a rate of 30rpm. When the distance
between the two aircraft is of 200 m they perform
a 90o turn with an acceleration of 3 g during 5 s.
The entire 360o angular coverage is divided into 32
equiangular sectors of 11:25o each. The bu�ers are
made with a minimum of one and a maximum of two
sensor reports.
Figure 1 shows results obtained when using a Nearest-

Figure 1: NN association, tracking with IMM-CVCA.

Neighbour (NN) association and the IMM-CVCA for
positional estimation. This Figure shows that the
aircraft maneuvers are not detected, each aircraft
being thought by the MSDF module as pursuing a
rectilinear course, which is obviously wrong.
This result is interesting since it also represents the
performance we could expect when using the JVC
association with bu�ers of contacts containing only
one sensor report. In such a case, the assignment

matrix is of dimension 1xm where m is the number of
tracks - selected from the track database - which are
likely to be updated with the incoming contact. This
points out the need for a contact bu�erization on order
to have a more global approach to the assignment
problem.
Figure 2 shows results obtained when the JVC assign-

Figure 2: JVC association, IMM-CVCA tracker.

ment optimization is executed of the bu�er of contacts
provided by the scenario simulator. Now, the assign-
ment matrix is of size 1xm or 2xm. As expected when
the track assignment is considered globally by JVC,
the maneuvers of the two aircraft are correctly tracked.

3.2 Scenario 2 - Aircraft closely maneu-

vering with clutter

In this scenario, the two aircraft of the Scenario
1 are still ying along the same path. After the �rst
20s of the scenario (each track is FIRM since we
are not considering at this point the initialization
problem), random clutter is added within each bu�er.
For each clutter-free bu�er of Nt target contacts, a
number Nc of clutter contacts is randomly generated
between 0 and 3. Then each of the Nc clutter
reports is time stamped at a time randomly generated
between the time at which the radar starts and ends
scanning the corresponding angular sector. Ranges
and bearings are randomly generated between the
minimum and maximum values of range and the
minimum and maximum values of bearing of the
corresponding scanned volume.
Figure 3 shows the resulting tracks on the top of

which have been superimposed the simulated clutter.
Figure 4 illustrates the life duration and status of the
tracks that have been created in the track database.
The line length (in x) represents the track duration
while the track number in the database is given by
the y value. When only one dot appears, the track
has been created but has a NO-STATUS. When two,



Figure 3: JVC association, IMM-CVCA tracker with
simulated clutter.

Figure 4: MSDF track creation and life duration.

three, four and more than four dots appear, the status
of the track is respectively INITIATED, TENTATIVE
and FIRM. Figure 4 clearly shows that among the
22 tracks that have been created, the status of 13
of them did not go higher than NO-STATUS, 3 of
them did not go higher than INITIATED at the end
of the scenario (Tracks 9, 13, 14), 1 of them did not
go higher than the status of TENTATIVE at the
end of the scenario (Tracks 3), and only 5 of them
got the ultimate status of FIRM (Tracks 1, 2, 4, 10,
11). Note that the KillOldTrack mechanism which
removes from the track database all the tracks that
have not been recently updated was deactivated for
this simulation. At a scan rate of 30 rpm, tracks could
be removed from the database after 5s (more than 2.5
full scan without update). Figure 4 shows that if the
KillOldTrack mechanism would have been active, no
tracks except those corresponding to the two aircraft
would have reached a status of FIRM (most of the
Tracks would have got the status of NO-STATUS
when removed, at the exception of the Track 9 being
removed after having reach the status INITIATED
and the Track 11 being removed after having reached
the status of TENTATIVE).

Figure 5 shows a two-dimensional mapping of the

Figure 5: 2D mapping of the number of contacts in
track gates.

number of contacts in track gates. Time is in abcissia,
the 22 tracks are shown on y-axis from bottom (Track
1) to top (Track 22) as in Figure 4. The grey-level
coding in this two dimensional mapping must be
interpreted as follow. All pixels in black can be
ignored from the analysis, the corresponding track
being not selected to build the assignement matrix.
Then, 3 levels of grey are used from the darker
to the brighter when the corresponding track has
respectively an infeasible assignment (track is selected
but the probability of non-association resulting from
the calculation of the statistical distance is higher
than a given threshold) or 1 or 2 feasible assignments
(one or two contacts in the track gate). Finally, pixels
in white represent the time at which a track has 3
contacts in its gate. This two-dimensional mapping
permits to identify easily when the JVC optimization
is actually challenged in the assignment.
displays the actual number of incoming contacts in

Figure 6: Number of contacts in bu�ers.

each bu�ers. This correlation gives an evaluation of
the time at which gates overlap. For example at time
43.31s, Figure 6 shows that there is three contacts
in the bu�er (two are true contacts from aicraft, one



is due to clutter) and the two-dimensional mapping
shows that two of them fall in the gate of the Track
1, two of them fall also in the gate of the Track 2
and all of them fall in the gate of the Track 3. At
this time we cannot clearly establish how the true
or clutter contacts are distributed in the gates of
Track 1 or Track 2. However, ground-truthing of the
JVC optimization output displayed in Figure 4 shows
that the true contacts are correctly assigned to their
aircraft track for an update without status promotion,
the clutter contact being assigned to the Track 3 for
an update with a status promotion from INITIATED
to TENTATIVE. Note that if the KillOldTrack

mechanism would have been active the Track 3 would
not exist at this time and the clutter point would have
triggered the creation of a new Track with a status
NO-STATUS.

3 Concluding Remarks

This paper highlights the critical role played by the as-
sociation algorithm for the tracking of closely maneu-
vering targets. The global assignment problem that
JVC optimization is made to solve yields an excellent
tracking accuracy within a reasonable computer exe-
cution time. The integration of the JVC optimization
within the IMM formalism has been derived and sim-
ulated results show the excellent performance of the
IMM-JVC tracker for closely maneuvering targets with
clutter. Track management functionalities such as the
KillOldTrack mechanism has also a role to play to re-
duce the execution time since it will lead to assignment
matrices smaller in size. Some convenient analysis
tools have been proposed such as the two-dimensional
mapping of contacts in track gates which helps in the
identi�cation of the time at which the JVC optimiza-
tion is challenged. In the future, the performance of
the JVC-IMM tracker will be evaluated on a scenario
with a high target density in such a conditions that
the data preparation (bu�erization, prioritization) and
track management utilities (KillOldTrack) will have
a major role to play.
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